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Abstract
Accurate estimate of neutrino energy loss rates are needed for the study of the late
stages of the stellar evolution, in particular for cooling of neutron stars and white
dwarfs. The energy spectra of neutrinos and antineutrinos arriving at the Earth can
also provide useful information on the primary neutrino fluxes as well as neutrino
mixing scenario (it is to be noted that these supernova neutrinos are emitted from
a much later stage in stellar evolution than that considered in this manuscript).
Proton-neutron quasi-particle random phase approximation (pn-QRPA) theory has
recently being used for a microscopic calculation of stellar weak interaction rates of
iron isotopes with success. Here I present the detailed calculation of neutrino and
antineutrino cooling rates due to key iron isotopes in stellar matter using the pn-
QRPA theory. The rates are calculated on a fine grid of temperature-density scale
suitable for core-collapse simulators. The calculated rates are compared against ear-
lier calculations. The neutrino cooling rates due to isotopes of iron are in overall
good agreement with the rates calculated using the large-scale shell model. During
the presupernova evolution of massive stars, from oxygen shell burning till around
end of convective core silicon burning phases, the calculated neutrino cooling rates
due to 54Fe are three to four times larger than the corresponding shell model rates.
The Brink’s hypothesis used in previous calculations can at times lead to erroneous
results. The Brink’s hypothesis assumes that the Gamow-Teller strength distribu-
tions for all excited states are the same. It is, however, shown by the present calcu-
lation that both the centroid and total strength for excited states differ appreciably
from the ground state distribution. These changes in the strength distributions of
thermally populated excited states can alter the total weak interaction rates rather
significantly. The calculated antineutrino cooling rates, due to positron capture and
β-decay of iron isotopes, are orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding
neutrino cooling rates and can safely be neglected specially at low temperatures and
high stellar densities.
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1 Introduction
Despite immense technological advancements since the time when Colgate
& White (1) and Arnett (2) presented their classical work on energy transport
by neutrinos and antineutrinos in non-rotating massive stars, the explosion
mechanism of core-collapse supernovae continues to pose challenges for the
collapse simulators throughout the globe. It is clear that the prompt shock
that follows the bounce of the core stagnates and is not possible to cause
a supernova explosion on its own. It loses energy in disintegrating iron nu-
clei and through neutrino emissions (mainly non-thermal) which are till then
transparent to the stellar matter. A few milliseconds after the bounce, the
proto-neutron star accretes mass at a few tenths of solar mass per second.
This accretion, if continued even for one second, can change the ultimate fate
of the collapsing core resulting into a black hole. Neutrinos are the main char-
acters in this play and radiate around 10% of the rest mass converting the star
to a neutron star. Initially the nascent neutron star is a hot thermal bath of
dense nuclear matter, e−e+ pairs, photons and neutrinos. Neutrinos, having
the weak interaction, are most effective in cooling and diffuse outward within
a few seconds, and eventually escape with about 99% of the released gravita-
tional energy. Despite the small neutrino-nucleus cross sections, the neutrinos
flux generated by the cooling of a neutron star can produce a number of nuclear
transmutations as it passes the onion-like structured envelope surrounding the
neutron star. In the late-time neutrino heating mechanism the stalled shock
can be revived (about 1 s after the bounce) and may be driven as a delayed
explosion (3). The 2D simulations (addition of convection) performed with a
Boltzmann solver for the neutrino transport fails to convert the collapse into
an explosion (4). 2D calculations carried out in the mid -1990’s resulted in
successful supernovae and revealed some role of turbulence in the collapsing
gas (e.g. (5)). Recently a few simulation groups (e.g. (6; 7; 8) have reported
successful explosions in 2D mode. However a complete understanding of the
explosion mechanism is still in progress. Additional energy sources were also
sought that might transport energy to the mantle and lead to an explosion.
Few popular sources of additional energy that were widely discussed in lit-
erature were preheating mechanism proposed by Haxton (9), magnetic fields
(e.g. see Ref. (10)) and rotations (e.g. see Ref. (11)).
The structure of the progenitor star has a vital role to play in the mechanism
of the explosion. A lot many physical inputs are required at the beginning
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of each stage of the entire simulation process including but not limited to
collapse of the core, formation, stalling and revival of the shock wave and
shock propagation. It is highly desirable to calculate the presupernova stellar
structure with the most reliable physical data and inputs.
Neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae are unique messengers of the mi-
crophysics of supernovae and are crucial to the life and afterlife of supernovae.
They provide information regarding the neutronization due to electron cap-
ture, the infall phase, the formation and propagation of the shock wave and
the cooling phase. Cooling rate is one of the crucial parameters that strongly
affect the stellar evolution. During the late stages of stellar evolution a star
mainly looses energy through neutrinos. White dwarfs and supernovae (which
are the endpoints for stars of varying masses) have both cooling rates largely
dominated by neutrino production. A cooling proto-neutron star emits about
3 × 1053 erg in neutrinos, with the energy roughly equipartitioned among all
species. Further the neutrinos and antineutrinos produced as a result of nuclear
reactions are transparent to the stellar matter at presupernova densities and
therefore assist in cooling the core to a lower entropy state. This scenario does
not necessarily hold at extremely high densities and temperatures (this would
be the case for stellar collapse where dynamical time scales become shorter
than the neutrino transport time scales) where neutrinos can become trapped
in the so-called neutrinospheres mainly due to elastic scattering with nuclei.
Prior to stellar collapse one requires an accurate determination of neutrino
energy loss rates in order to perform a careful study of the final branches of
star evolutionary tracks. Throughout this text (anti)neutrino energy loss rates
and (anti)neutrino cooling rates are meant as the same physical phenomena
and the two terms are used interchangeably. A change in the cooling rates
particularly at the very last stages of massive star evolution could affect the
evolutionary time scale and the iron core configuration at the onset of the ex-
plosion (12). The electron capture rates and the accompanying neutrino energy
loss rates are also required in determining the equation of state. The neutrino
energy loss rates are important input parameters in multi-dimensional simu-
lations of the contracting proto-neutron star. Reliable and microscopic calcu-
lations of neutrino cooling rates and capture rates can contribute effectively
in the final outcome of these simulations on world’s fastest supercomputers.
The first-ever extensive calculation of stellar weak rates including the cap-
ture rates, neutrino energy loss rates and decay rates for a wide density and
temperature domain was performed by Fuller, Fowler, and Newman (FFN)
(13). Later, Aufderheide et al. (14) extended the FFN work for heavier nuclei
with A > 60 and took into consideration the quenching of the GT strength ne-
glected by FFN. The measured data from various (p,n) and (n,p) experiments
later revealed the misplacement of the GT centroid adopted in the parameter-
izations of FFN. Since then theoretical efforts were concentrated on the micro-
scopic calculations of weak-interaction mediated rates of iron-regime nuclide.
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Large-scale shell model (LSSM)(e.g. (15)) and the proton-neutron quasipar-
ticle random phase approximation (pn-QRPA) theory (e.g. (16)) were used
extensively and with relative success for the microscopic calculation of stellar
weak rates. Monte Carlo shell-model is an alternative to the diagonalization
method and allows calculation of nuclear properties as thermal averages (e.g.
(17)). However it does not allow for detailed nuclear spectroscopy and has
some restrictions in its applications for odd-odd and odd-A nuclei.
The pn-QRPA theory is an efficient way to generate GT strength distribu-
tions. These strength distributions constitute a primary and nontrivial con-
tribution to the weak-interaction mediated rates among iron-regime nuclide.
Because of the high temperatures prevailing during the presupernova and su-
pernova phase of a massive star, there is a reasonable probability of occupa-
tion of parent excited states and the total weak interaction rates have a finite
contribution form these excited states. The pn-QRPA theory allows a micro-
scopic state-by-state calculation of all these partial rates and this feature of
the model greatly enhances the reliability of the calculated rates in stellar
matter. Previous calculations of stellar weak-interaction rates (e.g. FFN and
LSSM) assumed the so-called Brink’s hypothesis to approximate the contri-
bution of partial rates from high-lying excited states. This hypothesis assumes
that the GT strength distribution is the same as the ground-state GT strength
distribution and hence the rate contribution for each transition is essentially
the same. However it was shown in a recent pn-QRPA calculation (18) that
the Brinks hypothesis is a poor approximation for key iron isotopes consid-
ered in this project. Table 2 of Ref. (18) showed that in the β− direction the
total strength for the first excited state of 54Fe changed from 7.56 to 6.97,
that of 55Fe increased from 6.87 to 8.87 and finally for 56Fe decreased from
10.74 to 8.04, respectively. There were also corresponding changes in centroids
and strength in β+ direction. These changes do have an overall effect on the
total rate under stellar conditions. Further details of these calculations and
the pn-QRPA model can be found in Ref. (19). The improved calculation of
weak-interaction mediated rates on iron isotopes was recently introduced (18)
using the pn-QRPA theory. The improvement was attributed to a judicious
choice of model parameters and incorporation of measured deformation for the
even-even isotopes of iron. There the author was able to reproduce fairly well
the experimental centroids and the total strength distributions in both direc-
tions (in the GT+ direction a proton is converted to a neutron, as in electron
capture or positron decay and in the GT− direction a neutron is converted to
a proton, as in positron capture or β-decay) for the even-even iron isotopes,
54,56Fe. This paper is devoted to a detailed analysis of the neutrino and an-
tineutrino energy loss rates due to 54,55,56Fe in stellar matter. The neutrino
cooling rates depend heavily on the calculation of the associated GT strength
distribution functions. The pn-QRPA calculated GT strength functions for
iron isotopes were also introduced in Ref. (18) (see also (19) for a discussion
of the subject). Simulation results of presupernova evolution of massive stars
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do point 54,55,56Fe as key iron isotopes whose weak-interaction mediated rates
can strongly influence the outcome of such results (e.g. see Refs. (14; 20))
At lower temperatures and densities characteristic of the hydrostatic phases
of stellar evolution, accurate and reliable stellar weak rates are required to
determine the nucleosynthesis of nuclear species, the overall neutrino energy
loss rates which may affect the temperature of the core (at relevant temper-
atures and densities the nonthermal neutrinos are transparent to the stellar
matter), and the detailed Ye which becomes very important going into the
core collapse. For the later phases of silicon burning to the collapse phase,
overall neutronisation rates and neutrino production rates become the most
interesting quantities (13) (during this phase the total GT± strengths become
more important rather than their distributions).
The paper is written in the following format. Section 2 describes the es-
sential formalism for the calculation of neutrino and antineutrino energy loss
rates using the pn-QRPA theory. I present my calculation in Section 3 where
I also compare them with earlier calculations of neutrino energy loss rates. I
summarize the main points and conclude finally in Section 4.
2 Formalism
The QRPA theory considers the residual correlations among the nucleons
via one particle one hole (1p-1h) excitations in a large model space and is an
efficient way to generate GT strength distributions. Kar et al. (21) pointed
out much earlier that the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA)
method is quite successful in predicting the weak interaction rates of ground
states all over the periodic table and also stressed the need to extend these
methods to non-zero temperature domains relevant to presupernova and su-
pernova conditions. Nabi and Klapdor-Kleingrothaus (22) later used the pn-
QRPA theory in stellar matter to calculate contributions to weak interaction
rates from parent excited states. The basic formalism of the pn-QRPA model
can be found in Ref. (19)
The neutrino (antineutrino) energy loss rates can occur through four differ-
ent weak-interaction mediated channels: electron and positron emissions, and,
continuum electron and positron captures. The neutrino energy loss rates were
calculated using the formula
λ
ν(ν¯)
ij =
[
ln 2
D
] [
f νij(T, ρ, Ef )
] [
B(F )ij +
(
gA/gV
)2
eff
B(GT )ij
]
. (1)
Reduced transition probabilities as well as values of constants used in Eqt. 1
can be seen from Ref. (19). A quenching factor of 0.6 was introduced in the
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calculation (18; 19). The f νij are the phase space integrals and are functions of
stellar temperature (T ), density (ρ) and Fermi energy (Ef) of the electrons.
They are explicitly given by
f νij =
wm∫
1
w
√
w2 − 1(wm − w)3F (±Z,w)(1−G∓)dw, (2)
and by
f νij =
∞∫
wl
w
√
w2 − 1(wm + w)3F (±Z,w)G∓dw. (3)
In above equation w is the total energy of the electron including its rest mass,
wl is the total capture threshold energy (rest+kinetic) for positron (or elec-
tron) capture. F(± Z,w) are the Fermi functions and were calculated according
to the procedure adopted by Gove and Martin (23). G± is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function for positrons (electrons).
G+ =
[
exp
(
E + 2 + Ef
kT
)
+ 1
]−1
, (4)
G− =
[
exp
(
E − Ef
kT
)
+ 1
]−1
, (5)
here E is the kinetic energy of the electrons and k is the Boltzmann constant.
For the decay channel Eqt. 2 was used for the calculation of phase space
integrals. Upper signs were used for the case of electron emissions and lower
signs for the case of positron emissions. Regarding the capture channels, I
used Eqt. 3 for the calculation of phase space integrals keeping upper signs for
continuum electron captures and lower signs for continuum positron captures.
Details of the calculation of reduced transition probabilities can also be found
in Ref. (24).
The total neutrino energy loss rate per unit time per nucleus is given by
λν =
∑
ij
Piλ
ν
ij, (6)
where λνij is the sum of the electron capture and positron decay rates for the
transition i → j and Pi is the probability of occupation of parent excited
states which follows the normal Boltzmann distribution.
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On the other hand the total antineutrino energy loss rate per unit time per
nucleus is given by
λν¯ =
∑
ij
Piλ
ν¯
ij, (7)
where λν¯ij is the sum of the positron capture and electron decay rates for the
transition i→ j.
The summation over all initial and final states was carried out until satis-
factory convergence in the rate calculation was achieved. The pn-QRPA the-
ory allows a microscopic state-by-state calculation of both sums present in
Eqts. 6 and 7. This feature of the model greatly increases the reliability of
the calculated rates in stellar matter where there exists a finite probability of
occupation of excited states.
3 Results and comparison
The improved calculation of GT± strength distributions for
54,55,56Fe was
introduced in Ref. (18) and discussed in detail in Ref. (19). There I also com-
pared the calculated strength functions against the measured distributions for
the case of even-even isotopes of iron. It was shown in Table 1 of Ref. (18)
that the comparison of the total GT strengths and centroids of 54,56Fe with
the measured data improved considerably relative to the earlier pn-QRPA
calculation (16).
The summed B(GT+) distributions for isotopes of iron were discussed in
Ref. (18). Here I show the cumulative strength distributions, B(GT−), of
54,55,56Fe using the pn-QRPA theory. The cumulative B(GT−) strength dis-
tributions for the iron isotopes are displayed in Figs. 1–3. The abscissas refer
to energy in daughter cobalt isotopes. It is to be noted that the distribu-
tions are well fragmented and extend to high excitation energies in daughter.
The corresponding GT+ strengths are understandably lower in magnitude as
compared to the GT− strength. The values of the total strength functions
and centroids for the ground-state and excited state GT strength functions,
B(GT±), were given earlier in Ref. (18).
Moving on to the calculation of neutrino energy loss rates, Figs. 4–6 depict
the energy loss rates for 54Fe, 55Fe and 56Fe, respectively. Each figure consists
of four panels depicting the calculated neutrino energy loss rates at selected
temperature and density domain. It is pertinent to mention again that the
neutrino energy loss rates contain contributions due to electron capture and
positron decay on iron isotopes. The upper left panel, in all figures, shows the
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energy loss (cooling) rates in low-density region (ρ[gcm−3] = 100.5, 101.5 and
102.5), the upper right in medium-low density region (ρ[gcm−3] = 103.5, 104.5
and 105.5), the lower left in medium-high density region (ρ[gcm−3] = 106.5, 107.5
and 108.5) and finally the lower right panel depicts the calculated rates in high
density region (ρ[gcm−3] = 109.5, 1010.5 and 1011). The neutrino energy loss
rates are given in logarithmic scales (to base 10) in units of MeV.s−1. In
the figures T9 gives the stellar temperature in units of 10
9 K. One should
note the order of magnitude differences in neutrino energy loss rates as the
stellar temperature increases (first three panels of Figs. 4–6). For densities
ρ[gcm−3] ≤ 108.5 and low stellar temperatures (T9 ≤ 5), the pn-QRPA cal-
culates the lowest energy loss rates due to 56Fe and highest due to 55Fe. It
can be seen from these figures that in the low density region the energy loss
rates, as a function of stellar temperatures, are more or less superimposed
on one another. This means that there is no appreciable change in the neu-
trino energy loss rates when increasing the density by an order of magnitude.
There is a sharp exponential increase in the neutrino energy loss rates for the
low and medium-low density regions as the stellar temperature increases up
to T9 =5. Beyond this temperature the slope of the rates reduces drastically
with increasing density. For a given temperature the neutrino energy loss rates
increase monotonically with increasing densities. The figures are drawn from
5 ≤ T9 ≤ 30 in order to span a smaller scale and to see the differences between
the rates clearly. Neutrino cooling rates at low stellar temperatures (T9 ≤ 5)
are available.
The calculated antineutrino energy loss rates contain contributions due to
positron capture and β-decay on iron isotopes (see Eqt. 7). Figs. 7–9 show
a similar calculation for the antineutrino energy loss rates for the selected
isotopes of iron. Again one notes that the figures are drawn from 5 ≤ T9 ≤
30 due to a large variation in the magnitude of these rates as the stellar
temperature increases. The anti-neutrino rates for temperatures below T9 ≤ 5
are available and can be requested from the author. Figs. 7–9 show that the
corresponding anti-neutrino cooling rates are orders of magnitude smaller than
the neutrino cooling rates. Specially at low temperatures and high densities
these rates can safely be neglected as compared to the corresponding neutrino
cooling rates. The rates are almost superimposed on one another as a function
of stellar densities. However as the stellar matter moves from the medium high
density region to high density region these rates start to ’peel off’ from one
another. The neutrino and antineutrino energy loss rates are calculated on an
extensive temperature-density grid point suitable for collapse simulations and
interpolation purposes. The electronic versions of these files may be requested
from the author.
An interesting query would be to know how the reported pn-QRPA cal-
culation compares with large-scale shell model (LSSM) calculation (15) and
the pioneer calculation performed by FFN (13) (specially for temperature and
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density domains of astrophysical interest). Of particular mention is the er-
ror in the Lanczos-based approach employed by LSSM and pointed by Pruet
and Fuller (25). The calculated decay rates by LSSM is a function of the
number of Lanczos iterations required for convergence and this treatment of
partition functions can influence their estimates of high-temperature β-decay
rates. Consequently LSSM rates tend to be too low at high temperatures. The
pn-QRPA calculation do not suffer from this convergence problem as it is not
Lanczos-based. Secondly, as already mention, the pn-QRPA model does not
assume Brink’s hypothesis and back resonances as employed in calculations
by FFN and LSSM.
The comparisons are presented in a tabular form. Tables (1 – 3) show the
comparison of calculated neutrino energy loss rates with those of FFN and
LSSM for 54Fe, 55Fe and 56Fe, respectively. Here the ratios of the calculated
neutrino energy loss rates to those of LSSM, Rν(LSSM), and the correspond-
ing ratios to those of FFN, Rν(FFN), are presented at selected temperature
and density points. According to the study of presupernova evolution of mas-
sive stars by Heger and collaborators (20), electron capture rates on 54Fe are
important from the oxygen shell burning phase up to the end of convective
core silicon burning phase of massive stars. For temperatures (T9 ∼3) and
densities (ρ ∼ 107gcm−3) corresponding roughly to the oxygen shell burn-
ing phase of massive stars, the calculated neutrino energy loss rates due to
54Fe are enhanced by as much as a factor of three compared to LSSM results
(Table 1). The reason for this enhancement may be traced back to the three
times bigger electron capture rates on 54Fe for the corresponding density and
temperature scales using the pn-QRPA theory (18) which dominate the pro-
duction of these non-thermal neutrinos (see Eqt. 6). During the later phases
of stellar evolution the pn-QRPA calculated neutrino energy loss rates are in
good agreement with the LSSM rates. FFN rates are enhanced specially at
low temperatures and densities by an order of magnitude. FFN neglected the
quenching of the total GT strength in their rate calculation. The comparison
improves at higher temperatures and densities even though the FFN rates are
still enhanced (around a factor of three).
The electron capture rates on 55Fe are most effective during the oxygen
shell burning till around the ignition of the first stage of convective silicon
shell burning of massive stars (20). Correspondingly one should expect the
most effective cooling contribution due to 55Fe during the above mentioned
phases of stellar evolution. For the corresponding temperatures (T9 ∼3) and
densities (ρ ∼ 107gcm−3), the pn-QRPA rates are in very good agreement
with the LSSM rates (Table 2). In fact the overall agreement is excellent at
all temperatures and densities for the case of 55Fe. The comparison is fair
with FFN rates at low temperatures and densities (though the FFN rates
are slightly bigger). At high temperatures and densities FFN rates are much
enhanced due to above mentioned reason.
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The overall comparison of neutrino cooling rates with LSSM is again good
for the case of 56Fe (Table 3). It is to be noted that both pn-QRPA theory
and LSSM calculates the ground-state GT distributions microscopically. For
higher lying excited states, pn-QRPA model again calculates the GT strength
distributions in a microscopic fashion whereas Brink’s hypothesis and back
resonances are employed in LSSM and FFN calculations. Accordingly, when-
ever ground state rates command the total rate, the two calculations are found
to be in excellent agreement. For cases where excited state partial rates in-
fluence the total rate, differences are seen between the two calculations. FFN
rates are again enhanced by a factor of two to four as compared to pn-QRPA
rates.
A similar tabular comparison of the calculation of antineutrino energy loss
rates on iron isotopes using the pn-QRPA theory against FFN and LSSM rates
is presented in Tables (4 – 6). Here also the ratios of the calculated antineu-
trino energy loss rates to those of FFN, Rν¯(FFN), and LSSM, Rν¯(LSSM),
are presented at selected temperature and density points. For T9 = 1 and
ρ = 1011gcm−3 all three calculations reported cooling rates < 10−100 MeV/s
and as such determination of ratios were not possible. The calculated anti-
neutrino cooling rates are smaller by 1–4 orders of magnitude in comparison
to previous calculations. Only at high temperatures (T9 ∼ 30) is the pn-QRPA
calculated anti-neutrino cooling rates an order of magnitude bigger than the
corresponding LSSM rates.
Table 4 presents the comparison of the calculations of antineutrino energy
loss rate for the case of 54Fe. One sees that the comparison is fairly good against
LSSM and FFN calculations at high temperatures (T9 ≥ 10). At low temper-
atures (T9 ≤ 1) and densities (ρ ≤ 103gcm−3) the calculated antineutrino
cooling rates are < 10−45 MeV/s. As the density increases to ρ = 1011gcm−3
the calculated rates are smaller than 10−100 MeV/s. These small numbers
are fragile functions of calculated energy levels and are around four orders
of magnitude smaller than previously calculated. As the stellar temperature
increases to T9 = 3, the magnitude of the calculated rates increase to around
10−15 MeV/s for densities up to ρ = 103gcm−3, and the pn-QRPA calculated
rates are around two orders of magnitude smaller (at high stellar densities,
ρ = 1011gcm−3, the calculated cooling rates are smaller than 10−55 MeV/s and
three orders of magnitude smaller than previous calculations). As temperature
further increases so does the magnitude of calculated cooling rates and get in
reasonable comparison with FFN and LSSM numbers. At high temperatures,
T9 = 30, the calculated rates are around a factor six bigger than LSSM rates
(it is to be recalled that LSSM calculated rates tend to be smaller at high
temperatures due to Lanczos-based approach as pointed by Pruet and Fuller
(25)).
The calculated anti-neutrino cooling rates due to 55Fe are 2–4 orders of
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magnitude smaller than previous calculations whenever they have a very small
magnitude (see Table 5). According to the study by Heger et al. (20), 55Fe
is included among the top three nuclei that increases Ye the most for 25 M⊙
and 40 M⊙ stars and are most effective during the silicon burning phase of
these massive stars. It was later shown by Nabi in Ref. (19) that β-decay
rates of iron isotopes were 3–5 orders of magnitude smaller than previously
calculated (mainly because of approximations like Brink’s hypothesis and back
resonances employed in these calculations) and hence irrelevant for the deter-
mination of the evolution of Ye during the presupernova phases of massive
stars. During this phase (T9 ∼3, ρ ∼ 107gcm−3) the calculated corresponding
antineutrino energy loss rates are suppressed by around two orders of mag-
nitude compared with those of LSSM and FFN (Table 5). For temperatures
around 3 ≤ T9 ≤ 10, the calculated antineutrino energy loss rates are in very
good comparison with LSSM rates in low-density regions. An order of magni-
tude enhancement is noted in calculated rates at T9 ∼ 30 compared to LSSM
numbers for reasons mentioned above. The corresponding comparison with
FFN is good at high temperatures.
The comparison of antineutrino energy rates due to 56Fe is overall fine
against LSSM rates with reasonable enhancements and suppressions of calcu-
lated rates at different points of temperature and density scale (Table 6). The
comparison improves at higher temperatures. The LSSM rates are enhanced
up to two orders of magnitude at low temperatures. At high temperatures the
calculated rates are enhanced around a factor of six. The rates are in good
comparison with FFN calculation at T9 = 30. Otherwise FFN rates are en-
hanced by 1 –4 orders of magnitude. As mentioned earlier, the antineutrino
cooling rates are smaller than the corresponding neutrino cooling rates by or-
ders of magnitude and these small numbers can change appreciably by a mere
change of 0.5 MeV in phase space calculations and are actually more reflective
of the uncertainties in calculation of the energy eigenvalues (for both parent
and daughter states)in the respective models.
4 Summary and conclusions
In order to understand the supernova explosion mechanism international
collaborations of astronomers and physicists are being sought. Weak interac-
tion mediated rates are key nuclear physics input to simulation codes and a
reliable and microscopic calculation of these rates (both from ground-state
and excited states) is desirable. The pn-QRPA theory with improved model
parameters was used to calculate the (anti)neutrino energy loss rates due to
iron isotopes in stellar matter. The calculation was performed in a luxurious
model space of 7~ω. The microscopic calculation of GT± strength distribu-
tions from ground and excited states highlighted the fact that the Brink’s
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hypothesis and back resonances may not be good approximations to use in
calculation of stellar weak rates.
The associated energy loss rates due to weak interactions on iron isotopes
in stellar matter were calculated using the pn-QRPA theory. Deformations of
nuclei were taken into account and the calculation took into consideration the
experimental deformations for even-even isotopes of iron (54,56Fe). All avail-
able experimental data were incorporated in the calculation to enhance the
reliability of cooling rates. The calculated neutrino energy loss rates due to
54Fe are up to four times bigger than the LSSM rates during the oxygen and
silicon shell burning phases of massive stars. The comparison with LSSM gets
better for successive and supernova phases of stellar evolution. During silicon
shell burning for stars (∼ 10 − 25M⊙) and oxygen shell burning for much
heavier stars (∼ 40M⊙) the calculated energy loss rates due to 55Fe are in
very good comparison with the LSSM rates. The results for neutrino energy
loss rates due to 56Fe are in overall good agreement with the corresponding
LSSM numbers. For the silicon burning phase of massive stars, the calcu-
lated antineutrino energy loss rates are suppressed by more than two orders
of magnitude compared with the LSSM calculation and hence can be safely
neglected.
According to the study of presupernova evolution of heavy stars by authors
in Ref. (20) the most important period for determining structure and lepton
fraction in the core occurs during silicon shell burning. During this decisive
phase of stellar evolution the pn-QRPA calculated energy loss rates due to
54Fe are much enhanced as compared to the results of large-scale shell model
calculation and favor cooler cores with lower entropies. On the other hand,
during silicon burning phases of massive stars, the antineutrino energy loss
rates are suppressed by two orders of magnitude compared to previous calcu-
lations and can be neglected. These information may be of use for core-collapse
simulators and may contribute in the fine tuning of the temperature, entropy
and the lepton-to-baryon ratio which become very important going into stel-
lar collapse. The rates are calculated on an extensive temperature-density grid
point suitable for collapse simulations and the electronic versions of these files
may be requested from the author.
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Table 1: Ratios of calculations of neutrino energy loss rates due to 54Fe at
different selected densities and temperatures. Rν denotes the ratio of the calculated
neutrino energy loss rates to those calculated by large scale shell model (LSSM) and
those calculated by Fuller and collaborators (FFN).
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T9 Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 4.68E+00 9.66E-02 4.69E+00 9.66E-02 3.96E+00 1.13E-01 8.32E-01 2.96E-01
3 2.37E+00 1.48E-01 2.37E+00 1.48E-01 2.47E+00 1.71E-01 8.30E-01 2.95E-01
10 8.15E-01 3.90E-01 8.17E-01 3.91E-01 8.34E-01 3.94E-01 8.11E-01 2.90E-01
30 1.05E+00 3.60E-01 1.05E+00 3.61E-01 1.05E+00 3.61E-01 1.01E+00 3.52E-01
Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for neutrino energy loss rates due to 55Fe.
T9 Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 1.01E+00 9.86E-01 1.01E+00 9.89E-01 1.02E+00 1.01E+00 8.09E-01 1.62E-01
3 1.52E+00 3.74E-01 1.52E+00 3.75E-01 1.49E+00 3.73E-01 7.96E-01 1.62E-01
10 1.00E+00 1.39E-01 1.00E+00 1.39-E01 1.02E+00 1.39E-01 8.41E-01 1.78E-01
30 1.67E+00 3.31E-01 1.68E+00 3.32E-01 1.68E+00 3.33E-01 1.42E+00 3.25E-01
Table 3: Same as Table 1, but for neutrino energy loss rates due to 56Fe.
T9 Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN) Rν(LSSM) Rν(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 8.49E-01 2.61E-01 8.49E-01 2.61E-01 9.75E-01 3.15E-01 1.08E+00 3.57E-01
3 1.04E+00 2.36E-01 1.04E+00 2.37E-01 1.08E+00 2.44E-01 1.05E+00 3.51E-01
10 8.75E-01 4.57E-01 8.77E-01 4.58E-01 8.83E-01 4.59E-01 9.95E-01 3.30E-01
30 1.12E+00 4.56E-01 1.13E+00 4.57E-01 1.13E+00 4.58E-01 1.26E+00 4.17E-01
Table 4: Same as Table 1, but for antineutrino energy loss rates due to 54Fe.
T9 Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 1.50E-04 1.51E-04 1.49E-04 1.51E-04 8.75E-04 9.29E-04 – –
3 5.07E-02 5.42E-02 5.08E-02 5.43E-02 4.33E-02 2.64E-02 5.92E-03 5.98E-03
10 6.25E-01 5.55E-01 6.27E-01 5.56E-01 6.24E-01 5.51E-01 3.48E-01 4.74E-01
30 6.03E+00 7.19E-01 6.05E+00 7.23E-01 6.07E+00 7.23E-01 5.89E+00 7.13E-01
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Table 5: Same as Table 1, but for antineutrino energy loss rates due to 55Fe.
T9 Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 6.87E-03 4.98E-03 6.92E-03 4.57E-03 3.15E-03 2.09E-04 – –
3 3.69E-01 2.98E-02 3.70E-01 2.99E-02 2.89E-02 2.35E-02 5.11E-04 2.28E-02
10 8.59E-01 9.77E-02 8.61E-01 9.79E-02 8.38E-01 9.75E-02 2.13E-01 9.62E-02
30 9.40E+00 7.18E-01 9.44E+00 7.21E-01 9.42E+00 7.21E-01 9.04E+00 7.13E-01
Table 6: Same as Table 1, but for antineutrino energy loss rates due to 56Fe.
T9 Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN) Rν¯(LSSM) Rν¯(FFN)
10gcm−3 10gcm−3 103gcm−3 103gcm−3 107gcm−3 107gcm−3 1011gcm−3 1011gcm−3
1 1.42E-01 2.09E-03 1.42E-01 2.07E-03 4.48E-02 1.63E-04 – –
3 1.89E+00 6.38E-02 1.89E+00 6.40E-02 1.66E-01 1.87E-02 8.69E-03 1.43E-01
10 1.15E+00 7.94E-02 1.15E+00 7.96E-02 1.10E+00 7.96E-02 2.27E-01 1.04E-01
30 6.50E+00 3.93E-01 6.53E+00 3.94E-01 6.53E+00 3.94E-01 6.22E+00 3.89E-01
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Fig. 1. Cumulative sum of the B(GT−) values for
54Fe. The energy scale refers to
excitation energies in daughter 54Co.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative sum of the B(GT−) values for
55Fe. The energy scale refers to
excitation energies in daughter 55Co.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative sum of the B(GT−) values for
56Fe. The energy scale refers to
excitation energies in daughter 56Co.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Neutrino energy loss rates due to 54Fe, as a function of stellar
temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of gcm−3. Tem-
peratures are given in 109 K and log10λν represents the log (to base 10) of neutrino
energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Neutrino energy loss rates due to 55Fe, as a function of stellar
temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of gcm−3. Tem-
peratures are given in 109 K and log10λν represents the log (to base 10) of neutrino
energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Neutrino energy loss rates due to 56Fe, as a function of stellar
temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of gcm−3. Tem-
peratures are given in 109 K and log10λν represents the log (to base 10) of neutrino
energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Antineutrino energy loss rates due to 54Fe, as a function
of stellar temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of
gcm−3. Temperatures are given in 109 K and log10λν¯ represents the log (to base 10)
of antineutrino energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Antineutrino energy loss rates due to 55Fe, as a function
of stellar temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of
gcm−3. Temperatures are given in 109 K and log10λν¯ represents the log (to base 10)
of antineutrino energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Antineutrino energy loss rates due to 56Fe, as a function
of stellar temperatures, for different selected densities . Densities are in units of
gcm−3. Temperatures are given in 109 K and log10λν¯ represents the log (to base 10)
of antineutrino energy loss rates in units of MeV.sec−1.
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